Scientific Committee
Elena Ambrosetti, Chadia Arab, Ali Bensaad, Raimondo Cagiano de Azevedo, Fati-
ma Goumri, Thomas Lacroix, Enza Roberta Petrillo, Camille Schmoll, Salvatore
Strozza, Catherine Wihtol de Wenden

Local Organizing Committee
Elena Ambrosetti, Benedetta Cassani, Cristina Giudici, Federica Mazzarelli, Laura
Norton, Angela Paparusso, Enza Roberta Petrillo, Camille Schmoll, Benoît Tadié

Youth, Migrations and Development around the Mediterranean

International Conference

Ecole française de Rome
May 3 2016

Sapienza University of Rome
May 4-6, 2016
TUESDAY 3RD OF MAY – 5PM
Ecole française de Rome – Piazza Navona, 62

Book presentation Migrations en Méditerranée
(Edited by C. SCHMOLL, H.THIOLLET, C. WIHTOL DE WENDEN,
CNRS EDITIONS, Paris, 2015)

Opening
Fabrice Jesné, Directeur des études pour les Époques moderne et contemporaine, Ecole française de Rome

Comments by contributors
Catherine Wihtol de Wenden, CERI Sciences Po - France
Camille Schmoll, Université Paris VII - France
Elena Ambrosetti, Sapienza University of Rome - Italy
Manlio Cinalli, FNSP CEVIPOF Sciences Po - France
Thomas Lacroix, Directeur Adjoint de Migrinter - France
Ferruccio Pastore, FIERI Turin - Italy

7pm Cocktail reception

WEDNESDAY 4TH MAY
Amintore Fanfani Room – 5th floor- Faculty of Economics
Sapienza University of Rome

1st SESSION: School and Education
Chair Raimondo Cagiano de Azedo (Sapienza University of Rome)
Discussant Valeria Fabretti (Tor Vergata University, Rome)

Cinzia Conti, Francesca Di Patrizio, Luciana Quattrocchi (ISTAT, Rome, Italy), Second generation in school: the floor to principals and teachers

Coffee Break

Isabelle Rigoni (INSHEA, Ghrapes, associated to MIGRINTER, France), Politics of inclusive education for young migrants and refugees in France

Marilena Giannetti, Rama Dasi Mariani (Sapienza University of Rome, Italy), Socio-economic background and integration policies: a comparative analysis of the impacts on second-generation adolescents’ competencies in selected OECD countries

DISCUSSION

2nd SESSION: Development
ChAIR Fabrice Jesné (Ecole Française de Rome)
DISCUSSANT Cristina Giudici (Sapienza University of Rome)

2.30pm
Akham Malika (Université de Blida, Algeria), Algerians in France: Immigration in search of identity

Chiara Giovanna Davoli, (Département de Sciences Politiques et Sociales and Gao Cooperazione Internazionale-, Italy), Horya Fadelane (Immigration Développement Démocratique IDD, France), Youth and Migration in Europe

Hadeel Fawadleh (Université d’Angers, France), Palestinians descendant in the United State of America: Different models of development the homeland

DISCUSSION
3rd SESSION: Policy and rights
CHAIR Giorgia Capacci (ISTAT, Italy)
DISCUSSANT Catherine Wihtol de Wenden (CERI Sciences-Po, France)

4.30pm
Cassandre Genonceau (Laboratoire AMURE, Université de Bretagne Occidentale, France), Protection of human rights of migrant and refugee children and unaccompanied minors: the rights of the child in the face of the state sovereignty, In whose best interest?
Daniel Senovilla Hernández, Corentin Bailleul (MIGRINTER- UMR 7301 CNRS- Université de Poitiers, France), Implementation of unaccompanied minors’ right to institutional protection in the French context
Mohammed Solimani (Université de Perpignan Via Domitia, France), Humanitarian assistance to refugee unaccompanied minors: assessment and perspectives
Marta Capesciotti, Elena Paparella (Sapienza University of Rome, Italy), The second generation and the citizenship law in Italy: reforms in pejus and the guarantee of fundamental rights
Luana Scialpi (Università degli Studi di Bari “Aldo Moro”, Italy), Second generation among cultures, rights and no-rights

DISCUSSION

THURSDAY 5TH MAY
Amintore Fanfani Room – 5th floor- Faculty of Economics - Sapienza University of Rome

4th SESSION: Integration & Irregular migration
CHAIR Thomas Lacroix (Université de Poitiers and MIGRINTER, France)
DISCUSSANT Camille Schmoll (Université Paris 7, France)

10am
Roberta Ricucci (University of Turin Italy & FIERI, Italy), The civic leadership of the second generation: strategic behavior or shared values?
Cinzia Conti, Roberto Petrillo, Fabio Massimo Rottino (ISTAT, Italy), Global generations or half generations?
Manuela Stranges (Department of Economics, Statistics and Finance, University of Calabria, Italy), François-Charles Wolff (IEMN-IAE, Université de Nantes, France), Trajectories of minor illegal migrants fleeing from Italy

Coffee Break

5th SESSION: Family and fertility
CHAIR Salvatore Strozza (University Federico II, Italy)
DISCUSSANT Antonella Guarneri (ISTAT, Italy)

2.30pm
Roberta Ricucci (University of Turin Italy & FIERI, Italy), The civic leadership of the second generation: strategic behavior or shared values?
Cinzia Conti, Roberto Petrillo, Fabio Massimo Rottino (ISTAT, Italy), Global generations or half generations?
Manuela Stranges (Department of Economics, Statistics and Finance, University of Calabria, Italy), François-Charles Wolff (IEMN-IAE, Université de Nantes, France), Trajectories of minor illegal migrants fleeing from Italy

DISCUSSION

6th SESSION: Refugees
CHAIR Kirk Scott (Lund University, Sweden)
DISCUSSANT Manlio Cinalli (CEVIPOF, Sciences Po Paris - École française de Rome, France)

4.30pm
Alice Bloch, Shirin Hirsh (University of Manchester, UK), Education and the reproduction of inequalities among the adult children of refugees
Milena Chimienti, Anne-Laure Counilh, Laurence Ossipow, (University for Applied Sciences Western Switzerland), Feeling of belongings and social networks of the adult children of refugees in Switzerland
Giovanna Tattolo, Catherine de Wenden (CERI Sciences Po, France), Political engagement among the adult children of Kurdish-Turk refugees in France

**DISCUSSION**

**FRIDAY 6th MAY 10am**

*Amintore Fanfani Room – 5th floor- Faculty of Economics - Sapienza University of Rome*

**Civil society round table**

*“Have your say!”*

**Insights from Migrant and Second Generation CS Organizations**

**CHAIR and DISCUSSANT** Enza Roberta Petrillo

*(Sapienza University of Rome)*

Alice Lamparelli (Association RAIH, France)
Isaac Tesfaye (Rete Secondegenerazioni-G2, Italy)
Mohammed Talmiud (Rete Secondegenerazioni-G2, Italy)
Elvira Ricotta Adamo (Associazione Questa è Roma, Italy)
Ali Tanveer (Next Generation Italy, Italy)